Rowerdink, Inc. in pleased to announce we have taken on the full line of Light Duty Automotive DAYCO
products. This includes items like the ones pictured below and more.

Please see reverse side for product specials.

A few Key Product Points:











Poly Rib Seprentine Belts: Belts feature a W rib profile, which was engineered to confrom to high milage, worn or
misaligned drives to help eliminate noisy belt conditions. It delivers more than just OE required quality; it delivers the
solution for troublesome drive problems.
NO SLACK Automatic Belt Tensioner: Flat spring design engineered to provide less operating range variations in tension.
Reduces the risk of premature accessory bearing failure when a new belt is installed and lessen the risk of belt noise or
slippage after the belt begins to stretch and wear.
Water Pump Kits: Convenient solution when replacing all the major components in a timing belt job.
Hydraulic Timing Belt Actuator: Designed to absorb changes in the loss of timing belt tension. Maintains constant tension
during crankshaft revolution which reduces noise, prevents belt flapping and ensures transmission effciency throughtout
the entire service life of the belt.
DAYCO App: Download the DAYCO app on your smart phone or tablet. This app will show you all the DAYCO parts for a
vehicle, routing diagrams and helpful installation videos. Just scan the VIN # or License Plate with the camera.
Made in the USA: Over 80% of DAYCO products sold in North American is made in the USA, look for the American Flag on
the box.
Assurance: As with all products Rowerdink, Inc. sells you have our assurance that we will stand behind the DAYCO brand
and our customers.

3 Month Introductory Promo
February 1st to April 30th
Promotion: After purchasing a minimum of $50 in DAYCO product, earn 20% back for every $50 of DAYCO product purchased. For
example; $50 = $10 in earnback, $500 = $100 in earnback.
Earnback Options
 Credit to Account
 PSC customers can add earnback amount to their quartly THTR fund.
 Gift Cards
A. Darden Restuarants (Olive Garden, Red Lobster, LongHorn Steakhouse and more.)
B. Meijer
C. Lowes Home Improvement
D. Buffalo Wild Wings
E. Cabela’s
Issuance of Earnback: You will be contacted at the end of each month by a Rowerdink Representive with your earnback amount. At
that time you will be able to choose your earnback option. You can also let your Rowerdink Sales Rep. know your choice anytime
during the month to help speed the issuance of your earnback.

DAYCO Discount Stocking Program
Stocking customers will receive 10% off all DAYCO products on the initial order and all following orders. Initial orders
need to be a minimum of $750 after discount. Competive stock lifts are avaliable also and qualify for the discount
stocking program as well. Please speak with your Rowerdink and Local DAYCO rep about stock lifts.

